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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Work Package 5 tries to optimize the performance and energy-consumption of workloads that are running 

on data-centers. Specifically, task 5.5 tries to develop a model for efficient allocation of compute 

resources among the applications. For example, some applications may run significantly faster when they 

are given more threads. Another example is that allocating more huge pages to back the allocated 

memory may reduce the TLB miss rate and the overhead of serving TLB misses. 

Optimizing the allocation of resources requires building a model that estimates and predicts the runtime 

overhead of different resource allocations. In this work, we will focus on two compute resources: huge 

pages and threads. 

The aim of the task is to measure energy and performance for different data-centers workloads that run 

on modern, and complex CPUs (superscalar, pipelined, and out-of-order) and to build a model that can be 

used to estimate the correlation between the allocated compute resources, and performance (expressed 

by CPU time/cycles) and energy consumption.  

We developed a new toolset that can control the number of huge pages allocated per application, 

analysing the runtime and energy-consumption overhead, and then build the model. 

This document is for the final deliverable, and it will try to fit a model for the huge-pages and threads 

compute resources.  Specifically, we will examine the previously proposed models of runtime.  

 

Position of the deliverable in the whole project context 

Work Package 5---Optimized Workload Management on Heterogeneous Architecture---deals with 

innovative methods for reducing energy consumption and increasing efficiency by scheduling tasks to 

appropriate compute resources within a data-center. Efficient resource allocation requires good 

understanding of how application performance is impacted. This deliverable is a research work the goal 

of which is to study some workloads energy and performance curves, and to try to conclude a model for 

runtime/energy overhead when using different amount of compute resources (different number of 

threads and different memory page sizes). Accurate and fast methods for performance estimation will be 

beneficial, for example, in workload management and dynamic allocation of resources, as needed in other 

tasks of WP5 under the OPERA project, e.g., workload management and dynamic allocation of resources 

in tasks: T5.2, T5.3, and T5.4. 

 

Description of the deliverable 

Task 5.5---Energy and Performance Measurements for Different Workloads---goal is to measure energy 

and performance for different memory-intensive workloads that run on modern, and complex CPUs 

(superscalar, pipelined, and out-of-order), to study the experiments results’ curves, and to try to conclude 

a model for runtime/energy overhead when using different amount of different compute resources (this 

work will focus on two kinds of compute resources, huge pages and threads). Finding the correlations 

between using different compute resources and runtime, will help in developing a methodology for 

performance estimation, in terms of runtime and energy consumption.  
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1 METHODOLOGY: RUNTIME VS ENERGY 

As it was discussed and concluded in D4.3, the runtime and energy curves (as a function of huge pages or 

table walks) have the same trends. That means, the total runtime of a specific application is the main 

factor of consuming energy. Saving in total runtime will save a similar percentage in energy consumption 

as both, runtime and energy, have the same trend and behave in the same manner. In other words, saving 

in table walk cycles (by using a combination of different page sizes including huge pages) will save the 

same percentage in both runtime and energy. Therefore, in this work we will study only the runtime as it 

will give the same results for energy. 
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2 HUGE PAGES COMPUTE RESOURCE 

In modern computing platforms and data-centers, the RAM size is not the main performance bottleneck, 

and modern computing platforms can support terabytes of RAM. But, increasing only the RAM size does 

not increase address translation table (TLB). Because TLB capacities cannot scale at the same rate as 

DRAM, TLB misses and address translation can incur crippling performance penalties for large memory 

workloads. TLB misses might degrade performance substantially and might account for up to 50% of the 

application runtime [37]. So, increasing only RAM size will not improve the performance for some 

applications (specially memory intensive ones), that suffer from TLB misses, for example, image 

processing application from the Truck use case under OPERA project. Therefore, recent research focus on 

introducing new designs for the virtual memory subsystems to mitigate the address translation 

overheads. New designs are evaluated using simulations. 

Instead of using full cycle-accurate simulations, recent virtual memory studies frequently utilize linear 

models to predict application runtimes from TLB misses. The benefit of the latter methodology is that it 

is easier and much faster than the former, but its correctness has never been validated. In fact, previous 

studies were not even able to measure their prediction errors, because they defined the linear models by 

collecting at most two empirical data points: the application runtimes when using either 4KB or 2MB 

pages. 

We test the validity of this methodology by developing Mosalloc, a new user-level memory allocator 

that allows us to generate multiple data points by systematically varying the quantity and location of the 

regular pages and huge pages that back the address space of applications. We find: (1) that real runtimes 

might deviate significantly from linear predictions by up to 1.7x, which means existing runtime models are 

inadequate; (2) that, in contrast, polynomial predictors of degree not higher than three—made possible 

by Mosalloc—are sufficiently flexible to accurately model runtimes; (3) that TLB misses might increase the 

runtime by more than just the table walk cycles they cause, whereas existing models assume a slope of at 

most 1; and (4) that using more huge pages to back an application address space might yield inferior 

performance to using fewer huge pages. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Microarchitecture simulation is the main tool used by computer architects to explore new CPU designs 

without having to build costly hardware prototypes. Researchers typically conduct full simulations that 

are cycle-accurate, namely, they simulate the entire microarchitecture, cycle by cycle, to assess the full 

system runtime. Unfortunately, full simulations of modern CPUs (superscalar, pipelined, out-of-order) are 

4–6 orders of magnitude slower than native execution [9, 5]. These high overheads severely limit the 

simulated execution time, the number of simulations that can realistically be executed, and the size of 

the simulated workloads, thereby adversely affecting the effectiveness and accuracy by which the 

corresponding design space can be explored. 

It is consequently unsurprising that recent virtual memory studies—the focus of this paper—frequently 

abandon the traditional methodology of simulating the entire CPU and instead resort to partial 

simulations of only the virtual memory subsystem [2, 3, 10, 18, 34, 11, 37, 35, 28]. The latter are much 

faster (by 2–3 orders of magnitude), but they have an inherent drawback: they do not assess applications 

runtime, which is the metric that ultimately determines the processor performance. Instead, they output 

performance metrics specific to the virtual memory subsystem, notably, the number of TLB misses and 

table-walk cycles (a.k.a. “table walk latency”). 

The canonical methodology that the aforementioned studies employed to overcome this problem is 

using a linear model that predicts the runtime based on the partial simulations output. That is, if P is an 

application executing on a given machine, and X is, say, the number of cycles spent on table walks while 

P is running (X is the output of a partial simulation), then P’s runtime is assumed to be a linear function: 

R(X) = α·X +β cycles. 

 

Figure 1: Fitting and applying linear model 

(a) Fitting a linear model to real CPU measurements and (b) applying the model to predict the full-system runtime. 

Figure 1 schematically depicts this methodology as used by, for example, Yaniv et.al. [37]. X4KB and X2MB 

are the cycles spent on page table walking when empirically running P on some real machine using 4KB 

and 2MB pages, respectively. (X4KB and X2MB are measured using the relevant hardware performance 

counter.) R4KB and R2MB are the corresponding empirically-measured wall-clock runtimes, in cycles. The 

linear R(X) line that connects the two measured points (Figure 1a) serves as the runtime model that 

researchers use to translate their partial simulation output X into a runtime prediction (Figure 1b). 

Sections 2–3 provide necessary background and describe all previously proposed R(X) models in more 

detail. 

Previously used R(X) models have some subtle differences, but as noted, they all assume linearity and 

base their models on one or two 2D-points that are empirically measured similarly to the example given 

in Figure 1. Considering, we ask the following questions. Is the linearity assumption reasonable? Are the 

proposed models valid and produce accurate, meaningful results? And if the answer is “no”, must we then 
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pay the high cost of full simulations and suffer from their severe limitations? Or is there a better, more 

accurate methodology that would allow us to enjoy the benefits of those much faster partial simulations? 

None of the aforementioned previous studies addressed (or even acknowledged) these questions. Our 

goal in this work is to rectify this problematic state of affairs and to provide answers to these questions. 

We begin by observing that finding the answers necessitates the ability to systematically study how 

runtime behaves on real machines based on many more empirical <X,runtime> points than just two. The 

problem is that x86 processors support only three page sizes, which might seemingly suggest that such a 

systematic empirical study is impossible (we speculate that this could be the reason why previous studies 

never attempted to validate the models they used). We further observe, however, that multiple empirical 

points are in fact possible to obtain by mixing pages of various sizes, in a controlled manner, when backing 

the memory address space of the application P. There are no allocators that support such a functionality. 

We thus design and implement Mosalloc, a new user-level memory allocator, which allows us: (i) to 

arbitrarily mix pages of different sizes when backing the address space of applications, and (ii) to control 

and systematically vary the number and placement of these pages based on their size.1 Section 4 describes 

the design and implementation of Mosalloc. 

Preview of Results The experimental part of this work in Section 5 primarily focuses on counterexamples, 

highlighting applications that are incompatible with the common practice of modelling runtime linearly. 

Specifically, using Mosalloc, we show that there are workloads whose empirical <X,runtime> series for a 

range of X values cannot be accurately modelled using linear R(X) functions. 

 

Figure 2: linear model prediction error for GUPS/4GB 

The real runtime is 1.7x higher than the runtime predicted by the linear model for the GUPS/4GB benchmark when only 

using 1GB pages. The polynomial fit is generated using dozens of points that Mosalloc outputs; only those with runtime (y) 

values of ≤ 100× 109 are shown so as to allow us to focus on the prediction error when the virtual memory subsystem 

overhead (x axis) is nearly zero. 

 

We demonstrate the inadequacy of linear models in Figure 2 with the help of the GUPS application. We 

initially execute GUPS three times, once with every page size supported by recent x86 architectures: 4KB, 

2MB, and 1GB. As noted above, the runtime and walk cycles associated with 4KB and 2MB define the 

“linear model” shown in the figure. Plotting the data point associated with 1GB immediately reveals that 

its runtime is 1.7x higher than predicted by the linear model (70% error). In contrast, when plotting the 

data points produced by Mosalloc and the third-order polynomial that fits this data, we see that the 

prediction error entirely disappears. (We generated dozens of points with Mosalloc before fitting the 

                                                        
1 Mosalloc stands for “Mosaic Memory Allocator”; we use the term “mosaic” because the allocator is mosaicking pages of different sizes into one contiguous 

virtual address space. 
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data; the figure only shows those whose y value is smaller than 100 billion cycles, which allows us to zoom 

in on the bottom/left area of the figure.) 

We note in passing that the significant prediction error of the linear model at the 1GB configuration is 

alarming, for example, because this configuration is associated with (nearly) zero virtual memory 

overhead, which is the operational point of several recent studies, e.g., those related to direct segments 

[3, 10, 18]. That is, the latter studies proposed hardware designs that nearly eliminate the address 

translation overhead, similarly to using 1GB pages in our case. Figure 2 suggests that these studies 

reported overly optimistic, unrealistically high performance improvements, relying on linear model, 

which we now see might be highly inaccurate. 

In summary, our main negative finding is that the linear model might cause significant errors for some 

applications, which potentially motivates re-evaluation of past results by the previous studies that 

employed this problematic methodology. In contrast, our main positive finding is that our experimental 

results consistently indicate that a polynomial model with a degree of at most three is enough to define 

accurate runtime models, which suggests that researchers are still able to enjoy the benefits of partial 

simulation provided they use a tool like Mosalloc when defining their models. 

We additionally report two other interesting findings. The first negates the following assumption of the 

previous studies that utilized the linear model: the increase in runtime due to TLB misses is equal to or 

smaller than the number of cycles spent on walking the tables to resolve these misses. These studies 

assumed that instruction-level parallelism could hide some of the latency of page table walking, never 

make it worse. In other words, they assumed that the slope of R(X)=αX +β is α ≤ 1. We find that this 

assumption does not always hold because page table walking makes use of the data caches, which might 

cause warm application data to be taken off the caches. 

The second finding is that using fewer huge pages may result in better performance as compared to using 

more hugepages when backing the memory address space of an application. This phenomenon can occur 

on architectures that have a dedicated TLB for hugepages, which is big enough to hold all the application’s 

warm hugepages but is too small to additionally house other, colder entries. Thus, colder entries compete 

with warmer entries for the limited space and reduce performance. This finding can be leveraged to 

improve operating system algorithms for dynamic hugepages management. 
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2.2 BACKGROUND 

Virtual memory is an integral component of modern computer platforms due to the many benefits it 

offers. Virtual memory enables multiple processes to run simultaneously in the system by isolating the 

processes in separate virtual address spaces that are mapped to the physical address space. Application 

programming thus becomes easier, as each application has the illusion that it lives in its own virtual 

address space and its data is protected from other processes. Virtual memory also allows processes to 

use more memory than is available in the RAM by mapping parts of the virtual address space to the disk 

(a.k.a. swapping). Virtual memory is a powerful abstraction, and as such, it comes at a price. In the x86-

64 architecture, the page tables are hierarchical, organizing the translations in a 4-level radix tree when 

standard 4KB pages are used [1, 15], as depicted in Figure 3. Finding a missing translation in the page 

tables thus incurs an overhead of up to four memory references. To accelerate the translation of virtual 

addresses to physical addresses, the MMU caches most recently used address translations in a translation 

lookaside buffer (TLB). The TLB is consulted upon each memory reference, and if it misses, the hardware 

retrieves the absent translation using the corresponding page tables—a.k.a. walks the page table— and 

adds it to the TLB. Although the TLB often avoids this overhead (when it hits), McCurdy et al. [29] showed 

that TLB misses degrade the performance of scientific applications by up to 50%. 

 

 

Figure 3: x86-64 page table walk. 

 

Contemporary x86-64 processors also support paging at a granularity larger than the standard 4KB 

pages. Specifically, most Intel processors today offer page sizes of 2MB and 1GB, a.k.a hugepages. 

Hugepages are able to improve the performance of memory-intensive applications by reducing the 

address translation overheads in two ways. First, hugepages increase the memory coverage of the TLB 

[31] as each huge TLB entry maps a larger virtual address region. Second, when hugepages are used, the 

page table walk is shortened to three or two steps, depending on the page size. Table 1 displays the TLB 

parameters of five recent Intel processor generations. The TLB of Ivy Bridge contained 512 entries, which 

then doubled in Haswell and tripled in Broadwell [17]. Furthermore, the number of TLB entries for 2MB 

pages has also increased substantially, from 32 in SandyBridge to 1536 in Skylake. At the same time, the 

L1 and L2 data caches remained unchanged across these five microarchitectures (64KB and 256KB, 

respectively). Moreover, starting at Broadwell, Intel processors are now equipped with a second page 

table walker to handle TLB misses in parallel with the primary one. These microarchitectural trends are 

an evidence that Intel also identified the virtual memory performance as a bottleneck in many systems.  
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 L2 TLB entries number of 

generation 4KB 2MB 1GB page walkers 
Sandy Bridge (2011) 512 32 4 1 

Ivy Bridge (2012) 512 32 4 1 
Haswell (2013) 1024 (shared) 4 1 

Broadwell (2014) 1536 (shared) 16 2 
Skylake (2015) 1536 (shared) 16 2 

Table 1: TLB significant growth in recent Intel microarchitecture. 

 

2.3 LINUX HUGEPAGE SUPPORT  

Managing hugepages requires OS support, and Linux, for example, offers several mechanisms to assist 

applications that wish to back their memory with hugepages. The Linux kernel first introduced the 

hugetlbfs virtual file system— a persistent pool of hugepages [7], which the root user can reserve at boot-

time or at run-time (if there is enough contiguous memory). User code can later explicitly request to use 

these hugepages by passing the MAP_HUGETLB flag when invoking the mmap() system call. Newer Linux 

kernels (since 3.8) added support for multiple hugepage sizes with the MAP_HUGE_2MB, 

MAP_HUGE_1GB flags [26]. Transparent allocation of huge pages to user code (i.e., without modifying 

and compiling the source code) is also available through the Transparent hugepages (THP) feature [8]. 

Linux THP is known to cause several performance and fairness problems [19] and is also limited in that it 

only supports 2MB pages and not 1GB pages. 
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2.3 EXISTING LINEAR MODELS 

In recent years, more and more virtual memory works have preferred to use partial—rather than full—

simulations. The main reason behind this trend is the increasing sizes of contemporary workloads, both 

in terms of instruction count and memory footprint. Evaluating the performance of these workloads 

through full simulations will take weeks, if not months, and is thus not considered feasible [2, 3, 10, 18, 

34, 11, 37, 6, 28, 35, 13]. Another reason is that, for most researchers, it is often quicker and easier to 

write and deploy their own partial simulator without considering all the details of the complex processor 

microarchitecture. But, as mentioned before, partial simulations cannot tell the whole story, because 

they do not report the overall runtime. To overcome this serious limitation, most of the studies that 

employed partial simulations also introduced simplistic linear models that predict the runtime based on 

the partial simulation output: the TLB miss rate or the number of table walk cycles (that is, the number 

of CPU cycles spent during page table walks). 

Enhancing partial simulations with runtime models is a compelling idea, because it combines the speed 

of partial simulations with the ability to estimate the bottom-line performance. Alas, to our knowledge, 

no study has proven that the previously proposed linear models are indeed capable of accurately 

predicting the processor runtime. Furthermore, our findings indicate that the existing linear models are 

not accurate enough, yielding runtime predictions that may deviate from the true runtimes by up to 70% 

(see the GUPS/4GB example in Figure 2). We claim that such deviations are intolerable today, when the 

performance improvement rate of processors has dropped from about 50% to about 20% per year since 

2002 (page 3 in [14]). Accordingly, novel CPU designs proposed by computer architects usually promise 

performance improvements in the order of 20%. Runtime models should therefore predict performance 

with relative errors of 1%–2% or less to allow a reliable comparison between new CPU designs. 

In this section, we survey three linear models that were used in recent virtual memory research. As we 

are the first to study and compare these models, we will name them after their authors: The Pham, 

Gandhi, and Yaniv models. While each model assumes a slightly different linear form, they all fit their 

parameters to data points collected via the performance monitoring unit (PMU), which exists on most 

modern processors. The PMU consists of a set of hardware performance counters: special-purpose 

registers that are able to store the counts of processor events, e.g., the number of TLB misses or the 

number of branch mispredictions. All previous works collected data on Intel platforms, as only Intel PMUs 

provide the ability to measure the walk cycles (e.g., events 0x0408, 0x0449 in the Sandy Bridge 

microarchitecture [16]). Table 2 lists the performance events that were used when building the three 

linear models. 

 

notation description 

R 
runtime, the number of unhalted cycles during the 

application execution 

C 
walk cycles, the number of cycles spent during page table 

walks, i.e. while servicing TLB misses 

M 
the number of TLB misses (in both levels, 
L1 and L2) 

Table 2: Performance events collected on real CPUs to fit the linear model parameters. 
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2.3.1 PHAM MODEL 

The first linear model that we examine is the most simple one as it uses a single parameter, β, and can 

thus be fitted from a single data point. Pham et al. [34] derived this model by assuming that every cycle 

spent on address translation is directly added to the overall runtime: 

R =C+β . 

The unknown parameter β has a special meaning—it is the 

“execution time if virtual memory was completely free,” i.e., if C = 0. To find β, Pham et al. enabled the 

Linux THP feature and measured the point (C2MB,R2MB). (As was explained before, the THP mechanism 

transparently backs the virtual memory of applications with 2MB hugepages). They then deduced that: β 

= R2MB−C2MB . 

The primary flaw of the Pham model lies in its naive assumption that address translation overheads are 

added to the application runtime, as if the CPU stalls when page table walks are carried out. In practice, 

however, modern CPUs are able to execute the following independent instructions (out-of-order) or to 

execute multiple instructions simultaneously (superscalar) without waiting for the page walk to complete, 

thereby hiding a large amount of the address translation latency. This problem was also recognized by 

Marathe et al. [28], who stated that "the linear model... does not take into account the overlap of 

instructions and address translation traffic, but merely assumes that an address translation request is 

blocking [and] that the processor immediately stalls upon a TLB miss. This is not true in modern hardware 

as the remaining instructions in the re-order buffer (ROB) can continue to retire." This unrealistic 

assumption underlying the Pham model leads to pessimistic (that is, higher) predicted runtimes for some 

workloads. To measure the Pham model error, we built the model for the graph500/4gb workload on our 

SandyBridge platform whose parameters are given in Table 3. Figure 4 shows that the prediction is 18% 

higher than the true runtime when using standard 4KB pages for this benchmark. 

We also observed, to our surprise, that the Pham model sometimes underestimates the true runtimes, 

implying that one cycle spent in page walks incurs an overhead of more than one cycle on the overall 

runtime. Figure 5 shows that the runtime of spec_cpu17/xalancbmk with 4KB pages is 7% higher than the 

Pham model prediction. The fact that the Pham model may predict runtimes lower than the true runtimes 

indicates that the walk cycles and the overall runtime are correlated in a non-trivial way. For example, 

more walk cycles are correlated with bigger page tables, which consume more cache space and probably 

evict useful application data from the caches. Page walks therefore indirectly increase the runtime due to 

higher cache miss rates of the application references to the memory. We will show evidence for this 

conjecture in Section 5.2. 
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Figure 4: Pham model overestimation 

Pham model overestimates the runtime of the graph500/4GB benchmark with 4KB pages. 

 

processor dual-socket Intel Xeon E5-2420 (SandyBridge), 
6 cores/socket, Hyper-threading disabled, 1.90 GHz 

memory 
hierarchy 

component latency [cycles] 

32 KB L1 data cache (per thread) 4 

 256 KB L2 cache (per core) 12 

 15 MB L3 cache (per chip) 26–31 

 96 GB DDR3 1333 MHz a few 100s 

operating 

system 
Ubuntu 16.04.1 LTS, kernel version 4.4.0-130 

Table 3: Details of the SandyBridge platform. 

 

 

Figure 5: Pham model underestimation 

Pham model underestimates the runtime of the spec_cpu17/xalancbmk benchmark with 4KB pages. 
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2.3.2 GANDHI MODEL 

The second linear model that we now look into was, to our knowledge, the first to estimate runtime with 

linear models [10]. The original Gandhi model predicts the runtime from the number of TLB misses: 

R = α·M +β . 

The two parameters α, β are not fitted by finding the linear curve that passes through two measurements 

of runtime and TLB misses. Instead, α, β are calculated from another metric, the walk cycles, in the 

following way: 

� �
	�4��

	4��

  ,  β = R2MB−C2MB . 

Since the input for other models we examine is the number of walk cycles rather than the number TLB 

misses, we hereinafter use a slight variant of the Gandhi model: 

R = α·C+β . 

where the two parameters α, β are fitted according to: 

β = R2MB –C2MB  , � �
	
4���	
2��	�2�

�4��

 

Like the Pham model, the Gandhi model shows significant prediction errors for some workloads, which 

may be as high as 1.7x. For the GUPS/4GB given in Figure 2, the Pham and Gandhi models almost coincide. 

The relative error of the Gandhi model is thus 1.7x for this benchmark, as was previously explained. 

 

2.3.3 YANIV MODEL 

Attempting to overcome the limitations of previous models, Yaniv et al. had proposed the following linear 

model [37]: 

R = α·C+β . 

Unlike the Pham model, the Yaniv model does not assume that walk cycles are simply added to the 

runtime, but instead assumes that the runtime overhead is the walk cycles multiplied by some factor α. 

The parameter α can be thought of as the page-walk penalty factor. For example, α = 2.0 means that every 

cycle spent on page table walks incurs two cycles on the overall runtime. The Yaniv model is thus more 

flexible than the Pham model as it introduces a second parameter, α, in addition to β (which, as before, 

is the ideal runtime when virtual memory incurs no overhead). In fact, the Pham model is a specific case 

of the Yaniv model where α = 1.0. 

Fitting the Yaniv model with its two parameters requires two data points, as its name suggests. We used 

the points 

(C2MB,R2MB), (C4KB,R4KB), which were measured after enabling and disabling the THP feature on our system, 

respectively. Fitting the model requires no more than finding the linear curve that passes through these 

two points. The model parameters α, β are thus given by: 

       

       

� �
	�4��� �2�

�4��� �2�

 

β = R4KB−α·C4KB 
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The Yaniv model addresses the main flaw of the Pham model by relaxing the unrealistic assumption that 

underlies it. Alas, the Yaniv is still not accurate enough, as was shown in Figure 2. The model is obviously 

100% accurate when predicting the runtime for the inputs from which it was fitted, because the linear 

curve passes through these points. However, the model misses by up to 1.7x for new data points of the 

GUPS/4GB benchmark. 

Overall, we see that all the previously proposed linear models are inadequate and necessitates the 

requirement for better models and tools to predict performance. 
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2.4 MOSALLOC: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

In order to control the allocation of different page sizes, we create a new memory allocator named 

Mosalloc. It is implemented as a thread-safe user library that hooks the primary memory system calls in 

Linux—brk(), mmap() and munmap()—and serves them from three user-defined memory pools. Figure 6 

schematically depicts these three pools and their hugepage layout. Each memory pool is pre-configured 

with different page size combination and can grow up and shrink dynamically. Mosalloc is built as a user-

space library that does not require kernel code modification. Additionally, Mosalloc does not require 

modifying the source code or rebuilding the user application because it is dynamically linked to existing 

programs. Mosalloc shared object is preloaded using Linux loader environment variable LD_PRELOAD [23] 

which loads the memory allocator library before all other shared objects in general, and in particular 

memory allocators such as glibc. This causes all memory allocation requests to be intercepted and served 

by Mosalloc instead of serving them by glibc or other allocators. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Mosalloc memory pools 

Mosalloc forwards user memory requests to three separate memory pools. 

Mosalloc memory allocator is based on Doug Lea’s Malloc (also known as dlmalloc) [20], which is the 

base of glibc malloc ("the GNU C Library is derived from ptmalloc, which in turn is derived from dlmalloc" 

[12]). Mosalloc design does not depend on a specific allocator and it could be integrated to any other 

memory allocator rather than dlmalloc. Mosalloc uses dlmalloc memory allocator rather than glibc malloc 

because it is simpler, has no auto generated code like glibc malloc, and has low memory and runtime 

overheads as it can be seen in Table 4. Mosalloc has almost a fixed memory overhead of about 30MB. This 

fixed overhead causes a memory overhead up to 2% for benchmarks with large memory footprint (more 

than 1GB), and it will be increased for workloads with small memory footprints as it can be noticed for 

omnetpp workload from SPEC CPU 2017. Mosalloc uses preallocated metadata to track allocation 

requests sent to the memory pools; metadata size can be controlled and currently it is set to about 25MB. 

On the other hand, the Mosalloc runtime overhead is less than 1% on average. But, our system can have 

noticeable overhead sometimes, like in the case of spec_cpu17/xalancbmk, which is the highest one, with 

7% of runtime overhead. Running this benchmark with the vanilla dlmalloc shows the same overhead 

which means that vanilla dlmalloc is inefficient sometimes. We leave the integration of Mosalloc with 

more efficient memory allocators for a future work. 

To our knowledge, Mosalloc is the first tool that enables to allocate user-defined combination of 

hugepages to applications. Mosalloc is advantageous because it is a user-space tool that does not require 

kernel modifications. Just like libhugetlbfs, Mosalloc is built as a dynamically linked library that should be 

preloaded to make an existing application use hugepages transparently, i.e., without modifying the 

application source code. But while libhugetlbfs only hooks malloc() calls, Mosalloc hooks all memory 

related system calls and is thus not dependent on the standard libc memory allocator. Additionally, 

Mosalloc is a bit more simple to use than libhugetlbfs, as it does not require allocating hugepages through 

files in the hugetlbfs file system. 

brk (heap) pool 

anonymous mapping 

pool 

file mapping pool 

kb 4 mb 2 gb 1 
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2.4.1 BRK POOL 

Mosalloc allocates a separate memory region for serving brk() and sbrk() requests as shown in Figure 6. 

brk() and sbrk() are used to allocate and deallocate memory by changing the location of the program 

break; increasing the break allocates memory to the process, and decreasing the break deallocates 

memory. Allocating memory using brk() should be preceded by a call to sbrk() with an increment of 0 to 

find the current location of the program break [21]. 

 

 memory footprint [GB] runtime [sec] 

benchmark Mosalloc glibc overhead Mosalloc glibc overhead 

graph500-2.1/4gb 4.41 4.38 1% 416 416 0% 

my_gups/16GB 16.03 16.00 0% 266 267 -1% 

my_gups/1GB 1.03 1.00 2% 9 9 3% 

my_gups/4GB 4.03 4.00 1% 37 37 -0% 

spec_cpu2006/429.mcf 1.66 1.64 2% 232 234 -1% 

spec_cpu2006/436.cactusADM 0.64 0.61 4% 485 508 -5% 

spec_cpu2006/471.omnetpp 0.19 0.17 15% 211 208 1% 

spec_cpu2017/620.omnetpp_s 0.26 0.24 10% 365 351 4% 

spec_cpu2017/623.xalancbmk_s 0.50 0.47 6% 392 366 7% 

spec_cpu2017/657.xz_s 15.01 15.01 0% 919 913 1% 

Table 4: Mosalloc memory and runtime overhead compared to glibc. 

 

As soon as Mosalloc library is loaded, it pre-allocates the brk pool with a predefined combination of 

hugepages as shown in Figure 6. The pool is composed of contiguous memory intervals; each interval is 

allocated by calling mmap() system call with a uniform page size. First of all, Mosalloc allocates the brk 

pool with 4KB pages, then it selects the lowest address aligned with 1GB to be the 1GB interval base 

address, and finally calculates the base address of the pool. In addition, Mosalloc does a configuration 

validation work to ensure the validity of the given configuration such as intervals are aligned with their 

page size and the gap between 1GB and 2MB intervals is aligned with 2MB. For example, if the brk pool 

is configured with size: 1050MB, 1GB interval: [1MB - 1025MB), and 2MB interval: [1029MB - 1049MB). 

In this case, a pool of size 2GB will be allocated (the total size is rounded up to nearest 1GB size) with 4KB 

pages using mmap(). Suppose the returned address by mmap() is 0x7ff780000000, if this address is used 

as a base address of the pool then 1GB interval base address will be invalid (0x7ff780100000 is not aligned 

with 1GB). Therefore, the lowest aligned address starting from 0x7ff780100000, which is 0x7ff7c0000000, 

will be selected as the 1GB interval base address. The other intervals base address, including the pool 

base address, will be calculated relatively to the 1GB base address and will be saved for later uses. Finally, 

the allocated pool will be deallocated and then reallocate pool intervals using mmap() with MAP_FIXED 

flag [26]. 

Mosalloc intercepts brk() and sbrk() calls and serves them from brk pool. Calling sbrk(0) for the first 

time causes Mosalloc to return the brk pool base address. Mosalloc tracks brk() and sbrk() requests, does 

some internal bookkeeping to maintain the location of current break, and extends or shrinks the pool as 

necessary. For example, if brk pool base address is 0x7ff7bff00000 and 1GB interval base address is 

0x7ff7c0000000 as in the previous example, then changing the break in the range [0x7ff7bff00000 - 

0x7ff7c0000000) will not allocate the 1GB page, but increasing the break beyond 0x7ff7c0000000 will 

then allocate the 1GB page and decreasing the break below 0x7ff7c0000000 will deallocate the 1GB page. 

Deallocating 1GB page and reallocating it few times may degrade performance due to page zeroing every 

time it is allocated again. Therefore, Mosalloc prevents that by setting a threshold for deallocating 1GB 
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and 2MB, and only after decreasing the break less than threshold the relevant hugepage will be 

deallocated. 

2.4.2 ANONYMOUS MAPPING POOL 

The anonymous mapping pool is designated to serve mmap() calls with MAP_ANONYMOUS flag [26]. 

Mosalloc allocates and handles the anonymous mapping pool with the same way as it allocates and 

handles brk pool, except that brk allocations should be contiguous in the virtual space but there is no such 

requirement for mmap() requests. Serving mmap() requests in the same manner as brk()—allocates 

memory contiguously decreased only if memory is freed from the top end—may produce many unused 

holes in the memory space. For example, if the following memory allocation requests are done by order: 

a:1GB, b:200MB, c:2GB, d:10MB, e:4KB, and then starting deallocating them with the following order: 

d:10Mb, c:2GB, b:200MB, a:1GB, then no memory will be deallocated for real because the top end of the 

memory allocations (chunk e) is still allocated. Therefore, mmap() allocates independent memory regions 

and not necessarily contiguous. 

Memory allocators use threshold generally to decide whether allocations performed using brk() or 

mmap() to prevent producing the aforementioned memory holes. For example, glibc malloc uses a 

threshold set to 128KB by default [24] and it can be adjustable [25], and dlmalloc has the same logic. 

Managing memory allocations dynamically can be done in two ways in terms of tracking memory usage: 

using bitmaps and free lists. Using bitmaps to track memory usage—allocations and deallocations—will 

be slower and more wasteful (in terms of memory) for searching available memory slots. The second way 

to track memory allocations is to use a sorted linked list of allocated and free memory regions. Several 

algorithms may be used to allocate new memory requests, such as first fit, next fit, best fit, and worst fit 

[36]. Mosalloc uses first fit algorithm to track anonymous mapping allocations for its simplicity, search 

speed compared to best fit and worst fit, and less memory wasteful than best fit [36]. 

2.4.3 FILE MAPPING POOL 

Linux kernel handles anonymous and file mappings differently. Multiple processes can access the same 

file data directly or by mapping it. These different processes may map the same data region of the same 

file with different sized mappings. But, anonymous memory can be accessed only by memory mapping 

with fixed size. Additionally, file space is allocated directly, for example by calling write, and not by 

mapping it. In the other hand, anonymous memory can be allocated only by mapping it. These and other 

differences makes hugepages support for file-backed data challenging. Linux does not fully support 

backing file mapping memory with huge pages [8, 32]. Mosalloc uses a separate pool for file mapping 

rather than using the same pool for all mmap() requests—anonymous and file mapping—because file 

mapping pool is backed by only 4KB pages while anonymous mapping pool can be backed by multiple 

page sizes. 

Addresses collisions. Using mmap() with MAP_FIXED flag could be risky because it could forcibly removes 

pre-existing mappings. "The only safe use for MAP_FIXED is where the address range specified by addr 

and length was previously reserved using another mapping" [26]. To prevent such collision cases in 

allocated addresses, Mosalloc pre-allocates the three pools mentioned in Figure 6 with their pre-

configured sizes and combinations of pages. That will preserve the pools intervals addresses and make 

sure no collisions will be made. Then, Mosalloc will shrink the three pools size to 0 and starts extending 

them dynamically as memory allocation requests received. 

2.4.4 CHALLENGES 

Mosalloc intercepts mmap() calls and serves them from the aforementioned memory pools, but these 

three pools are allocated using mmap() as well. Allocating the memory pools by calling mmap() directly 

will be intercepted by Mosalloc memory allocator which will cause an infinite recursive calls to mmap(). 
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This challenge can be resolved either by implementing mmap() system call or to use glibc system calls 

wrapper. Mosalloc uses dlsym() function to obtain glibc mmap() symbol address [22]. 

Using LD_PRELOAD causes the loader to add the preloaded library (in our case the Mosalloc memory 

allocator library) the first in its search path, but the preloaded library will be initialized last. This behavior 

was reported as a bug in glibc loader code [4]. This bug causes allocation requests sent during the load 

time (by loader or other libraries being loaded) to be intercepted by Mosalloc library before it was 

initialized at all. To resolve such a race condition, Mosalloc redirects allocation requests during load time 

to glibc as glibc is the first library initialized by the loader. Redirecting allocation requests to glibc during 

the load time requires tracking them to handle their corresponding deallocation requests later, and 

forward them to glibc as well instead of handling them by Mosalloc. 

As mentioned before, Mosalloc uses dlsym() to obtain the symbol addresses of all common allocation 

APIs from glibc, such as malloc(), calloc(), and free(). Overriding calloc() by Mosalloc could cause a stack 

overflow due to the following scenario: calloc() is called during load time, then it calls dlsym() to forward 

allocation request to glibc, and then dlsym() implementation calls calloc() again [30]. To prevent stack 

overflow in this case, Mosalloc uses a small static local buffer to serve calloc() requests sent by dlsym(). 

 

2.4.5 LIMITATIONS AND FURTURE WORK 

Linux kernel supports controlling and customizing memory regions access protections by calling 

mprotect() system call [27]. Processes can call mprotect(addr, len, prot) to change memory access 

protection in the interval 

[addr, addr+len-1] according to the given prot combination of access protections. But, addr must be 

aligned to a page boundary. Multi-threaded applications calls pthread_ctreate() to create threads, and 

each created thread calls allocate_stack(), to allocate stack for the created thread, which allocates the 

stack using mmap() and then changes its access protections by calling mprotect(). The stack is allocated 

by calling mmap() that will be served by Mosalloc and allocated from the anonymous mapping pool. The 

allocated memory for thread stack is not necessarily aligned to a page boundary and then subsequent 

calls of mprotect() for this address may fail. Also, because that Mosalloc memory pools are allocated with 

combination page sizes and they serve all memory allocation requests, few consecutive memory 

allocations may laid on the same page. Modifying the access protection of one of these memory chunks 

will change it for the another as well because they share the same page. Mosalloc, currently, intercepts 

mprotect() calls and ignore them for addresses within the memory pools to prevent such cases. We leave, 

for future work, implementing a kernel module to handle changing access protection for these cases or 

to offload the memory pools allocation to this module. 

Mosalloc is based on dlmalloc memory allocator, but dlmalloc seems to be inefficient for some workloads 

as shown in Table 4. As mentioned before, dlmalloc was selected because it is simpler than glibc memory 

allocator, but Mosalloc can be integrated with any other memory allocator. Additionally, Mosalloc can 

intercept memory allocation system calls using Linux ptrace() to trace process memory allocation system 

calls regardless the memory allocator library being used. We leave for future work integrating Mosalloc 

with glibc, another efficient memory allocator, or ptrace. 
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2.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We now present the data obtained by Mosalloc for a number of memory intensive benchmarks. This data 

demonstrates how a real-world application behaves when the performance of the virtual memory 

subsystem varies and highlights several important findings. First, while the linear runtime models 

proposed by previous works showed significant errors, we show that polynomial models of degree not 

higher than three are accurate enough. Second, we illustrate that TLB misses might increase the runtime 

by more than just the table walk cycles they cause, whereas existing linear models assume a slope of at 

most 1. Third, we demonstrate that, somewhat surprisingly, backing up application’s data with more 

hugepages may degrade its performance. 

2.5.1 POLYNOMIAL PREDICTORS FOR TLBS 

While Mosalloc enables us to back the memory address space of applications with arbitrary combinations 

of base pages and hugepages, it does not tell us which combinations will yield valuable, interesting data 

points in the (X,R) space. Because there are many possible memory layouts, with different number and 

placement of hugepages, measuring all of them is not feasible for memory-intensive workloads, which 

run for minutes or hours. We therefore suggest three methods for exploring of the memory layout space: 

1. Sliding window. A contiguous memory region consisting of hugepages (that is, the window) slides over 

the application address space, each time covering different parts of the application data structures. 

2. Growing window. Instead of moving a fixed-sized window in the application address space, the window 

starts at zero and grows to cover a larger part of the application data structures. 

3. Random window. The window size and placement are drawn from a uniform distribution. 

We manually set the parameters, e.g., window size and number of steps, according to the memory 
footprint of the given workload and acquired dozens of new data points. We leave the task of automating 
the exploration process for future work. 

We applied these three methods and ran our workloads on real hardware to measure the runtime and 

page table walk cycles associated with that run of the workload. This provided dozens of new data points 

in the (X,R) space – many more than just two used by previous linear models. We use these data points 

to fit them using polynomial functions of degrees one, two, and three. Note that polynomial function of 

degree 1 is the best linear model possible for these data points. All the other linear models covered in 

Section 3, would be worse than the best linear model approximation that we use in this section. For some 

workloads, e.g., spec_cpu06/omnetpp, a linear model is suitable, as can be seen in Figure 7. But for other 

workloads, e.g., spec_cpu06/mcf, a linear model does not predict the performance accurately enough. 

Figure 8 shows three predictors for the benchmark; we can see that polynomials of degrees two and three 

closely predict performance. 

 

2.5.2 SLOPE > 1 

The rule of thumb followed by earlier linear models was that there is a one-to-one relationship between 

runtime cycles and table walk cycles i.e. slope of the linear model showing runtime cycles vs. table walk 

cycles would be 1. 

Surprisingly, this assumption does not hold true and we show one counter example in Figure 9. We ran 

the spec_cpu17/xalancbmk with Mosalloc on our Broadwell platform whose parameters are given in 

Table 5 and created a best-fit polynomial predictor of degree 1 (a linear model). We saw that the linear 

model has a slope of 2.2 (>1). The best polynomial predictor for this workload is of degree = 3. 
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Figure 7: spec_cpu06/omnetpp trend 

The linear model describes well the spec_cpu06/omnetpp behavior. 

 

 

Figure 8: spec_cpu06/mcf trend 

While linear models are not able to predict the spec_cpu06/mcf runtime, the third-order polynomial is accurate enough 

(maximum error < 1%). 

 

There is a simple rational explanation for such a behaviour which could not be covered by earlier linear 

models. When a workload uses more huge pages to back its dataset, the footprint of page tables entries 

cached in the CPU caches decreases. This is due to the fact that TLB misses for larger page sizes require 

lesser memory accesses than TLB misses for 4KB pages. Since the footprint of page tables entries in CPU 

caches reduces, CPU caches can more effectively cache application’s dataset. This leads to performance 

improvement in application’s runtime over the reduction in table walk cycles. For xalancbmk, we 

observed that the L3 cache misses reduces when using 2MB pages which leads to the slope being greater 

than 1. 
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processor dual-socket Intel Xeon E5-2660 v4 (Broadwell), 

14 cores/socket, Hyper-threading disabled, 2.00 GHz 

memory 
hierarchy 

component latency [cycles] 

32 KB L1 data cache (per thread) 4 

 256 KB L2 cache (per core) 12 

 35 MB L3 cache (per chip) 34 (minimal) 

 128 GB DDR4 2400 MHz a few 100s 

operating 

system 
Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS, kernel version 4.4.0-130 

Table 5: Details of the Broadwell platform. 

We collected memory related performance counters for two runs of xalancbmk, one with all 4KB pages 

and another one with all 2MB pages. Table 6 shows the collected performance counters for these two 

runs. Analysing these counters gives that the slope is 

∆�������

∆����_� ��!��"
 = 

165

76
 = 2.2 

We will explain, using the performance counters presented in Table 6, how this counter-intuitive result 

could make sense. 

The Broadwell machine L2 TLB contains 1536 shared entries for 4KB and 2MB page translations. Given 

that spec_cpu17/xalancbmk memory footprint is 475MB, the TLB is therefore large enough to eliminate 

all TLB misses for this workload when 2MB pages are used. Indeed, we measured nearly zero TLB misses 

when the application uses 2MB pages. In contrast, this workload suffers a non-negligible amount of TLB 

misses when 4KB pages are used. In this configuration, the CPU caches the page table in its L1/L2/L3 

caches. With 4KB pages, the page table size is, roughly, 1MB, so the page table can only fit into the L3 

cache. Indeed, the results in this table show that the 4KB pages configuration suffers from more 

L3 cache references compared to the 2MB pages configuration 

(22.4·109 compared to 20·109). Part of these references are induced by the page walker itself (109 

compared to 0), and the remainder are, probably, caused by interference with the application data. As a 

sanity check for the above measurements, we can calculate the overall page walk latency as a weighted 

sum of cache references latency: 

∑(latency·references) = 4·2+12·1.6+34·1 = 61.2 

which is close to 76 that we measured. Note that this calculation ignores the latency of searching in the 

partial walk caches and it is based on the minimal L3 cache latency. 

The application access behaviour decides the cache contention between page table entries and 

application dataset. If such a contention is high, the improvement in performance when using hugepages 

will be much higher than just reduction in table walk cycles. But, if the contention is low, the performance 

improvement would be less than or equal to table walk cycles. 
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Performance counter 4KB pages 2MB pages 

Runtime [109cycles] 1320 1155 

Walk overhead [109cycles] 76 0 

TLB misses [109] 2 0 

L1d loads [109] 

program 317 317 

walker 2 0 

L2 loads [109] 

program 64 64 

walker 1.6 0 

L3 loads [109] 

program 22.4 20 

walker 1 0 

DRAM loads [109] 

program 0 0 

walker 0 0 

Table 6: Performance statistics for spec_cpu17/xalancbmk. 

 

 

Figure 9: The slope of the spec_cpu17/xalancbmk model is > 1. 
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2.5.3 MORE HUGEPAGES ↛ BETTER PERFORMANCE 

An assumption usually made by system developers is that using more huge pages to back the dataset of 

a workload, the greater the performance of the workload. This is due to the expectation that table walk 

cycles will decrease by increasing the use of huge pages.  

Counterintuitive to this belief, we show with one of the workloads (spec_cpu06/mcf) running on 

SandyBridge architecture that the above belief does not hold true. We ran this workload from SPEC CPU 

2006 with Mosalloc and collected various data points for runtime cycles and table walk cycles. We present 

a sub-set of data points in Figure 10. Each data point is labelled with the number of 2MB pages used. The 

rest of the dataset is mapped using 4KB pages. 

As we can see from Figure 10, when we use 2MB pages, the performance of spec_cpu06/mcf increases as 

compared to none 2MB pages used (all mapped using 4KB pages). But highest performance is attained 

when it uses 87x2MB pages (also lowest table walk cycles). Using more 2MB pages leads to reduction in 

performance. When covering the entire address space of the workload with 2MB pages (that is, 832x2MB 

pages), the performance degrades by 6%. 

We claim that this effect is caused by micro-architectural differences between TLB designs for 4KB and 

2MB pages. SandyBridge has 64 entry L1 TLB backed by a 512 entry L2 TLB for 4KB pages. Whereas, it has 

only a 32 entry L1 TLB for 2MB pages. This imbalance leads to increase in TLB misses when the pressure 

is increased on 2MB TLB by larger use of 2MB pages and in turn leads to decrease in performance. Even 

though, we show only one counterexample, such effect can also be easily seen with 1GB pages since most 

Intel architectures support a 4-entry 1GB L1 TLB. 

This belief is the basis of recent work to increase usage of huge pages in Linux [19, 33]. If we blindly try 

to create more huge pages to be used by workloads, it may not be a worthwhile effort, if the performance 

of the workload drops while using more huge pages. System designers have to take into account the effect 

the imbalance in the TLB design for different page sizes and design policies to use huge pages for achieving 

the best performance for the workload. 

 

Figure 10: Optimal configuration for spec_cpu06/mcf 

The configuration of 87x2MB pages is superior to the configuration of only 2MB pages for the spec_cpu06/mcf benchmark. 
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2.6 CONCLUSION 

Although runtime models play a crucial role in estimating the performance of new virtual memory 

designs, to our knowledge, no previous study has ever assessed their accuracy. We validated these 

models and found that the prediction errors are sometimes high enough to cast a shadow over the 

published results. For example, we measured that linear models may deviate from the real runtime by up 

to 1.7x. We suggest to build more accurate models based on many more data points than the two 

collected by previous studies. To this end, we introduce Mosalloc, a memory allocator that is able to 

arbitrarily combine basepages and hugepages when backing the address space of applications. We used 

Mosalloc to demonstrate that polynomial models of degree not higher than three provide accurately 

runtime predictions. 
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3 THREADS COMPUTE RESOURCE 

Recent study by Guz et al. [38] developed a new analytical model for the performance and power 

of a multi-threaded application as a function of the number of threads it runs in parallel. The Guz 

model was limited because it assumed in-order processing elements to derive the performance 

formula. The derivation of the power formula, however, did not rely on that assumption, so it should 

be applicable also to current Intel x86-64 processors, which incorporate out-of-order cores. But in 

practice, modern computer systems probably do not fit to the Guz power model due to their 

complex topologies (threads, cores, and sockets) and the non-uniform memory access (NUMA) 

times. 

We therefore suggest to validate the Guz power formula and perhaps refine it to accurately 

predict the power of multi-threaded applications running on current Intel platforms. Unlike the Guz 

study, we will use real system measurements rather than simulations. We will collect the required 

performance metrics (e.g., cycles and cache miss rates) via the hardware performance monitoring 

unit (PMU) and measure the energy via the newly available running average power limit (RAPL) 

mechanism. Other system parameters that are not directly measurable (e.g., leakage power and 

energy per cache access) will be fitted from the data. 

CPU 2 processors, 12 cores/processor, 2 

threads/core, 

Intel Xeon E7-4830 v3 (Haswell) @ 2.10 GHz 

memory 

hierarchy 

32 KB L1 data cache (per core) 

32 KB L1 instruction cache (per core) 

256 KB L2 cache (per core) 

30 MB LLC (L3) cache (per chip) 

132 GB DDR2 SDRAM 

operating system Ubuntu 14.04.5 LTS, kernel version 4.4.0-62 

Table 7: Details of the experimental platform. 
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3.1 METHODOLOGY 

3.1.1 BENCHMARKS 

Unfortunately, PARSEC 3.0 is an old software package that experiences several compilation and execution 

problems on our experimental system. We had to fix few code and build issues and to rebuild the PARSEC 

modified code for our experiments. 

PARSEC benchmark suite was selected to run our experiemnts and evaluate our wotk beause it contains 

many programs/benchmarks that corresponding to OPERA three use cases and simulate partial flows of 

these use cases. Some of the PARSEC benchmarks are dealing with the following fields: computer vision, 

video encoding, financial analytics, animation physics and image processing. Finally, here are few selected 

benchmarks from PARSEC used in this work, which are related to OPERA three use cases: 

• bodytrack - Body tracking of a person 

• vips - Image processing  

• dedup - Next-generation compression with data deduplication 

• bodytrack - Body tracking of a person 

• dedup - Next-generation compression with data deduplication 

• raytrace - Real-time raytracing 

• streamcluster - Online clustering of an input stream 

3.1.2 TOOLS 

measure energy on a specific processor (socket) via “perf -C”. 

3.1.3 EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

We conducted experiments on a Linux server equipped with an Intel processor, as outlined in Table 1. Our 

Intel processor provides monitoring hardware that is able to measure the cycles spent during page walks 

(events 0x0408, x0449 in the Sandy Bridge microarchitecture [39]). 
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3.2 RESULTS 

Figure 11 presents two important metrics: (1) the runtime efficiency, i.e., the number of instructions per 

second, and (2) the energy efficiency, i.e., the number of instructions per joule. Evidently, the runtime and 

energy efficiencies follow the same trend as the number of threads increases. We can conclude that 

spawning more threads to improve the runtime efficiency by a certain rate will also improve the energy 

efficiency by the same rate (assuming that the number of instructions that applications process is constant 

and does not depend on the number of threads). We will therefore focus solely on the runtime efficiency 

from now on. 

Guz et al. showed that, for some PARSEC workloads, the performance dips into a “valley” between the 

cache efficiency zone and the thread efficiency zone. However, we were not able to reproduce this 

phenomena on our experimental system.  
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Figure 11: Efficiency metrics for runtime and energy as the number of threads grows 

Figure 11 demonstrates that the performance, in terms of instructions per second, is increasing 

monotonically with the number of threads for most of the tested workloads. We sometimes observe a 

polynomial growth rate of the performance, e.g., for blackscholes and raytrace. We speculate that this 

faster, non-linear growth rate is the result of memory sharing among the threads (Guz et al. also reported 

that the threads of raytrace share data extensively). 

There are two reasons why we could not observe the valley phenomena on our platform. The first 

reason is that we used a relatively small number of threads (no more than 24) compared to the original 

work by Guz, which pushed the number of threads to hundreds. Our platform contains only two 

processors with 24 threads in each so there were only 48 threads available for running the benchmarks. 

Still, we dedicated only one processor, with 24 threads, to our experiments, in order to fix the cache 

capacity used by all runs. As each processor has its own private LLC, Running an application with more 

than 24 threads necessarily means that the two available LLCs will be utilized, effectively doubling the 

cache capacity compared to runs conducted with less than 24 threads. Furthermore, running an 

application on two processors will involve non-uniform memory access (NUMA) patterns, which are 

complex to model and predict. 

Another reason why we could not reproduce the valley phenomena is that the LLC size on our platform 

is 30 MB—significantly larger than the 4 MB LLC used in Guz simulations. Guz et al. noticed that, for some 

applications, increasing the number of threads may increase the LLC miss-rate dramatically and degrade 

performance. When this performance degradation is too sharp to be counterbalanced by the performance 

improvement due to the increased parallelism, then the “valley” appears. According to the Guz formula, 

the valley behavior is expected to be less pronounced when larger LLC is incorporated. Figure 12. 

As also mentioned by Guz, dedup shows limited scalability, where the applications threads block 

waiting for each other due to true dependencies among them. 
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Figure 12: The LLC miss-rate decreases as the number of threads grows for all PARSEC workloads. 
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3.3 FUTURE WORK 

Scale-up the workloads by scaling-down the effective LLC capacity that they can use. 

Intel Resource Director Technology (RDT) allows this. 
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